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March 20, 2014 
 
 
Mr. Donald S. Clark  
Secretary  
Federal Trade Commission  
Office of the Secretary  
Room H-113 (Annex J)  
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW  
Washington, DC 20580 
 

Re: Updating the Request for Investigation of Disney and Marvel’s Violation of the 
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act Rule in Connection with 
Marvelkids.com. 

 
  
Dear Mr. Clark: 

The Center for Digital Democracy (CDD), by its attorneys, the Institute for Public 
Representation, writes to supplement its Request for Investigation (the Request) of 
Disney’s Marvelkids.com, filed on December 18, 2013. Although Disney changed the 
privacy policy soon after CDD filed the Request, the new Disney-wide privacy policy 
does not comply with the COPPA Rule. Specifically, the notice about information 
collection practices is insufficient in several ways. Also, Disney continues to allow third 
party advertisers to collect children’s personal information in violation of the revised 
COPPA Rule. Finally, because these violations are not limited only to Marvelkids.com, 
CDD requests that the FTC investigate all of Disney’s child-directed websites to assure 
they comply with the COPPA Rule.   
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Background 

The Report alleged that Marvelkids.com is a “child-directed” commercial 
website as defined in the COPPA Rule and thus must assume that its visitors are 
children. It further alleged that the website violated the COPPA Rule because the 
Marvelkids.com privacy policy admitted the site collected personal information from 
visitors to the site (including IP addresses and the pages visited before and after visiting 
Marvelkids.com) and using this information to tailor communications to the child. The 
privacy policy further stated that the website allowed third party ad companies and ad 
serving companies including BlueKai, DataXu, Turn, and Google DoubleClick, to 
directly collect information from users of Marvelkids.com.1 We noted that the 
Marvelkids.com privacy policy was dated April 1, 2012, which was before the revised 
COPPA Rule took effect on July 1, 2013. Two days after CDD filed the Request, Disney 
replaced that privacy policy with the Disney-wide privacy policy.   
 
Marvelkid’s New Privacy Policy Does Not Provide Sufficient Notice  

Disney’s new privacy policy for Marvelkids.com violates the COPPA Rule’s 
general notice requirements in at least two ways. First, the Marvelkids privacy policy 
link does not take the parent directly to Disney’s Children’s Online Policy. Second, 
several of the links are not “clear and prominent.”  

In the 1999 Statement of Basis and Purpose, the Commission noted that 
“operators are free to combine the privacy policies into one document, as long as the 
link for the children’s policy takes visitors directly to the point in the document where 
the operator’s policies with respect to children are discussed, or it is clearly disclosed at 
the top of the notice that there is a specific section discussing the operator’s information 
practices with regard to children.”2 In the recently updated Frequently Asked 
Questions, the Commission states that this “advice remains in effect under the amended 
Rule. Operators should also ensure that the link for the children’s portion of the privacy 
policy appears on the home page or screen of the children’s area of the site or service, 
and at each area where personal information is collected from children.”3  

Marvelkids.com fails to meet the general notice requirement because it fails to 
provide a direct link to the children’s privacy policy on the home page. Instead, parents 
must click on three separate links to find the Children’s Policy. First, the parent needs to 

                                                
1 Request for Investigation at 4-5. 
2 64 Fed. Reg. 59888, 59894 n.98. 
3 Complying with COPPA: Frequently Asked Questions, Fed. Trade Comm’n, at C.10, 
(revised July 2013).  
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find the “privacy policy” link at the bottom of the Marvelkids.com homepage, which is 
shown in figure 1.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Privacy Policy Link on Marvelkids.com 

Clicking on this link takes the parent to the Disney Privacy Center, shown in figure 2. 

                                                
4 Disney also fails to comply with Rule 312.4(d)’s requirement that the privacy policy 
link be clear and prominent. As can be seen in Figure 1, the link neither stands out, nor 
is more noticeable than the other links at the bottom of the page, as required by COPPA 
FAQ at C.10. 
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Figure 2: Children’s Privacy Link 

This page does not satisfy the alternative method of providing general notice to 
parents, i.e., by “clearly disclos[ing] at the top of the notice that there is a specific section 
discussing the operator’s information practices with regard to children.”5 There is no 
mention at the top of the notice regarding a specific children’s section. Instead, the 
quick link to the children’s privacy policy is listed as #6 out of 11 choices.  

 Assuming the parent notices this link, clicking on it will take her to a summary of 
the children’s privacy policy as shown in figure 3. The parent must then find the link to 
the Children’s Policy at the very end of the summary section.  
 

                                                
5 COPPA FAQs at C.10. 
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Figure 3: Children’s Privacy Policy Summary 

Clicking on this link takes the parent to the Children’s Online Privacy Statement 
shown in Appendix A. Forcing parents to wade through three different webpages with 
tiny, inconspicuous links to find the Children’s Policy violates COPPA Rule 312.4(d), 
which requires that “an operator must post a prominent and clearly labeled link to an 
online notice of its information practices with regard to children on the home or landing 
page or screen of its website or online service.” 

Second, Disney’s Children’s Online Privacy Policy does not satisfy the rule’s 
requirement to list the “name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address of all 
operators collecting or maintaining personal information from children through the 
website.”6 As shown in Figure 4 below, Disney does not list all of the operators 
collecting or maintaining personal information, but does provide a link.  

 

                                                
6 16 C.F.R. § 312(d)(1). 
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Figure 4: Third Party Information Link 

COPPA FAQs C.10 advises that website operators “may include a clear and 
prominent link in the privacy policy to the complete list of operators, as opposed to 
listing every operator in the policy itself. You must ensure, however, that your privacy 
policy signals parents to, and enables them easily to access, this list of operators.” (emphasis 
added).  Disney fails to meet this standard. 

The link is not clear and prominent; it consists of a one-word hyperlink. The FTC 
has observed that “simply hyperlinking a single word or phrase in the text . . . may not 
be effective.”7 The hyperlink does not stand out from the surrounding text in any way 
except that it is dark blue instead of black. Moreover, the link is buried in the 
“Persistent Identifiers” section of the Children’s Online Privacy Policy, which itself is 
not easy to locate.8   
 
Disney Allows Third Parties to Collect and Use Persistent Identifiers for Purposes 
Other Than Internal Support 

In the Request, CDD argued that the language of the privacy policy, as well as 
the large number of third party cookies placed by companies engaged in behavioral 
advertising, strongly suggested that Marvelkids.com was allowing the collection, use, 
and disclosure of persistent identifiers for purposes other than internal support in 

                                                
7 FED. TRADE COMM’N, DOT COM DISCLOSURES: HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE DISCLOSURES IN 
DIGITAL ADVERTISING, 11–12 (Mar. 2013). 
8 In addition, CDD found that the link did not function until February 18, 2014, nearly 
two months after Disney posted the new privacy policy. 
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violation of the revised COPPA Rule.9 Disney still fails to limit such collection to 
support for internal purposes.    

The Disney Children’s Online Policy states that Disney companies may collect 
persistent identifiers and use them “principally” for “internal purposes only.”10 
However, the COPPA Rule defines support for the internal operations of the website to 
mean those activities necessary to fulfill one or more of seven specific functions. The 
functions are the following: “(a) maintain or analyze the functioning of the website or 
online service; (b) perform network communications; (c) authenticate users of, or 
personalize the content on, the website or online service; (d) serve contextual 
advertising on the website or online service or cap the frequency of advertising; (e) 
protect the security or integrity of the user, website, or online service; (f) ensure legal or 
regulatory compliance; or (g) fulfill a request of a child as permitted by §§ 312.5(c)(3) 
and (4).”11 In addition, “the information collected for the activities listed in paragraphs 
(a)-(g) [may not be] used or disclosed to contact a specific individual, including through 
behavioral advertising, to amass a profile on a specific individual, or for any other 
purpose.”12 The Statement of Basis and Purpose emphasizes “that the use of persistent 
identifiers is to be limited to the [activities listed in its definition], and that these 
activities are to be narrowly construed.”13  

Disney’s representation that it collects and uses persistent identifiers 
“principally” for internal purposes is not consistent with the COPPA Rule requirement 
that persistent identifiers may not be collected for any other purpose. Further, the 
Disney Children’s Online Privacy Policy cites an example of an “internal” use that falls 
outside the COPPA Rule’s definition of internal operations. The policy states that 
persistent identifiers may be used to “generate anonymous reporting for use by [The 
Walt Disney Family of Companies].” Such unspecified use by any of the large number 
of Disney companies14 does not fall under one of the seven specific permitted uses.15  

                                                
9 Request for Investigation at 10-21. 
10 Disney’s Children’s Privacy Policy, http://disneyprivacycenter.com/kids-privacy-
policy/english/ (last visited Mar. 3, 2014). 
11 16 C.F.R. § 312.2 (definition of “Support for Internal Operations”) (emphasis added). 
12 Id. 
13 Statement of Basis and Purpose, 78 Fed. Reg. 3972, 3981 (Jan. 17, 2013) (agreeing with 
commenter EPIC) [hereinafter SBP]. 
14 Disney is a large multinational corporation with five business segments: media 
networks, parks and resorts, studio entertainment, consumer products and interactive 
media. See Company Overview, Walt Disney Co. 
http://thewaltdisneycompany.com/about-disney/company-overview (last visited 
Mar. 3, 2014). Many of the Disney Companies have names that do not include the name 
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 Another reason to believe that Marvelkids.com permits the collection and use of 
personal information from children is that its list of third party operators collecting 
persistent identifiers on Disney websites includes 43 different companies: AdColony; 
Akamai; Appia; Apple iTunes; AppRedeem; Brightcove; Burstly (First Party Ads); 
Celtra, Inc.; Commission Junction; comScore; Crittercism, Inc.; D’Fusion; DoubleClick; 
Evidon; Fiksu; Flashtalking, Inc.; Free App Magic (aka Magic Solver); FreeWheel Media; 
GeoRiot; Googleadservices; Innovid; Insight Express; Interpolls; Jibro, Inc. d/b/a 
AdColony; Jumptap; Kaltura; Kochava; MagicSolver.com Ltd.; Media Mind; Native X; 
Net Acuity; Nielsen; Omniture; PlaySpan; Pointroll; Safecount; Spongecell, Inc.; Tapjoy, 
Inc.; Tealium; Unity; Urban Airship; Vindico LLC; and Vuforia. This list includes not 
only some of the same companies found previously,16 but many others whose business 
models rely heavily on behavioral advertising such as Omniture and Tapjoy.17 Disney is 
responsible under the COPPA Rule for unauthorized data collection by third parties.  

CDD confirmed the placement of cookies on Marvelkids.com by using Ghostery, 
an Internet privacy tool that tracks cookies installed by websites.18 In addition to finding 
cookies placed by the companies listed by Disney, CDD found cookies placed by 
Google AdSense. Google AdSense engages in behavioral advertising,19 and allowing it 
to operate on Marvelkids.com violates the COPPA Rule. 
                                                                                                                                                       
Disney, such as ESPN, ABC, A&E Network, and LucasFilm, and thus, their relationship 
would not be clear to consumers. SBP, 78 Fed. Reg. 3972, 3980 (Jan. 17, 2013). 
15 Nor should Disney’s claim that the reporting is anonymous make any difference, 
because it is not difficult to re-identify such data. See Paul Ohm, Broken Promises of 
Privacy: Responding to the Surprising Failure of Anonymization, 57 UCLA L. Rev. 1701 
(2010). 
16 Request for Investigation at 19. 
17 “Adobe AudienceManager manages advertising data to action robust multisource 
visitor profiles into complex multipartner advertising distribution opportunities.” 
Adobe AudienceManager, http://www.adobe.com/products/audiencemanager.html. 
Further, Tapjoy “analyzes rich audience information across thousands of mobile 
applications” to target consumer groups based on demographic, location, language, and 
device. Targeting Solutions, Tapjoy, http://advertisers.tapjoy.com/targeting-
solutions/ (last visited Mar. 3, 2014). 
18 CDD found cookie installation from these same parties in the original Request. 
Request for Investigation at 18-20. CDD also found cookies placed by Brightcove. The 
FTC should investigate what data they are collecting and how it is used. 
19 Its website states: “AdSense's innovative targeting options allow advertisers to more 
precisely reach their desired audiences on your site — meaning more revenue for you 
and a better experience for your users. Ads can be targeted based on the content of your 
site or the interests of your users.” Why Adsense?, 
http://www.google.com/adsense/start/why-adsense.html#subid=na-en-ha-bk_MC. 
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The FTC Should Investigate Whether Disney Complies with the COPPA Rule with 
Respect to its Other Child-Directed Websites 

Because Disney’s response to the Request was to substitute Disney’s company-
wide policy, it is likely that the same COPPA Rule violations present on 
Marvelkids.com also occur on Disney’s other child-directed websites. For example, the 
privacy link on DisneyJunior.com also requires three clicks to get to the Children’s 
Online Privacy Policy. See Appendix B. 

The Disney’s Children’s Online Privacy Policy itself raises further concerns. The 
introduction states the following: 

The Walt Disney Family of Companies (“TWDC”), including 
for example Club Penguin and MarvelKids, is committed to 
protecting the privacy of children who use our sites and 
applications. This Children’s Online Privacy Policy explains 
our information collection, disclosure, and parental consent 
practices with respect to information provided by children 
under the age of 13 (“child” or “children”), and uses terms 
that are defined in our general Privacy Policy.  

While this language makes clear that this is the policy that applies to 
Marvelkids.com as well as Club Penguin, it does not make clear which of the other 
Disney websites it applies to. At best, this lacks the clarity required by the COPPA 
Rule’s notice requirements. At worst, given Disney’s claim that “excepting web sites 
such as Club Penguin, which skews very young, most of what Disney does is directed 
at families,”20 it suggests that Disney may not abide by its children’s online privacy 
policy on websites such as Disney, Jr., even though the sites are child-directed.   

Finally, Disney’s Children’s Online Privacy Policy is misleading to the public in 
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The children’s policy falsely 
claims that “This policy is in accordance with the U.S. Children’s Online Privacy 
Protection Act.” It also displays icon for TRUSTe Kid’s Privacy, an icon that is supposed 
to signify that the website complies with the COPPA Rule. 
 
Conclusion 

                                                
20 Summary of ex parte meeting with FTC Chairman Leibowitz (February 9, 2012 
Meeting Attended by Chairman Leibowitz, His Attorney Advisor, FTC Staff Members, 
and representatives of The Walt Disney Company), available at 
http://ftc.gov/os/comments/copparulereview2011/120222ftcchairdisneymtg.pdf. 
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CDD urges the FTC to investigate, in light of this new information, whether 
Disney is complying with the COPPA Rule on Marvelkids.com and all of its child-
directed websites.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yours Truly, 
 
/s/ 

John Tran 
Georgetown Law Student 
 
 
Date: March 20, 2014 

Eric G. Null 
Angela J. Campbell 
Institute for Public Representation 
 
Counsel for Center for Digital Democracy 
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Appendix B: Reaching Disney’s Children’s Privacy Policy from 
Disneyjunior.com 
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